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N E U R O S C I E N C E

Single metal-organic framework–embedded  
nanopit arrays: A new way to control neural  
stem cell differentiation
Yeon-Woo Cho1†, Seohyeon Jee2†, Intan Rosalina Suhito1, Jeong-Hyeon Lee1, Chun Gwon Park3,4, 
Kyung Min Choi2,5*, Tae-Hyung Kim1*

Stable and continuous supply of essential biomolecules is critical to mimic in vivo microenvironments wherein 
spontaneous generation of various cell types occurs. Here, we report a new platform that enables highly efficient 
neuronal cell generation of neural stem cells using single metal-organic framework (MOF) nanoparticle–embedded 
nanopit arrays (SMENA). By optimizing the physical parameters of homogeneous periodic nanopatterns, each 
nanopit can confine single nMOFs (UiO-67) that are specifically designed for long-term storage and release of 
retinoic acid (RA). The SMENA platform successfully inhibited physical interaction with cells, which contributed to 
remarkable stability of the nMOF (RA⊂UiO-67) structure without inducing nanoparticle-mediated toxicity issues. 
Owing to the continuous and long-term supply of RA, the neural stem cells showed enhanced mRNA expressions 
of various neurogenesis-related activities. The developed SMENA platform can be applied to other stem cell sources 
and differentiation lineages and is therefore useful for various stem cell–based regenerative therapies.

INTRODUCTION
In developmental processes, various cells are generated from stem 
cells wherein their behaviors are strictly and intimately controlled by 
several key factors, including cell-cell interactions, cell-environment 
interactions, and concentration gradient in vital nutrients/proteins 
(1–4). However, unlike the in vivo environment, owing to the ab-
sence of extrinsic supports from surrounding cells and extracellu-
lar matrix components, guiding stem cell fates ex vivo is generally 
initiated and proceeded by the addition of various predefined factors 
(5–9). In this case, concentrated major differentiation molecules/
proteins were added to the medium and kept for 2 to 3 days. How-
ever, upon medium treatments, the cells experienced chemically 
induced stress due to the high concentration of biomolecules and 
proteins at the initial stage, for example, ascorbic acid, retinoic acid 
(RA), and fibroblast growth factor/brain-derived neurotrophic factor 
for neurogenesis (10–14). Those differentiation factors are consumed 
by cells during the differentiation process, which results in their 
shortage of supply after 24 to 48 hours of incubation. This fluctua-
tion in the concentrations of key factors within the whole differen-
tiation period is completely different from in vivo developmental 
and differentiation processes and ultimately negatively affects the 
guiding efficiency of the stem cell fates (15–18). Therefore, a new 
type of platform that enables long-term and stable release or supply 
of key differentiation factors to target cells is highly needed.

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), compounds constructed with 
metal ions and organic ligands, have emerged as a promising porous 

material due to the outstanding uniformity in their crystalline 
structure and variability in various factors, including structure type, 
organic functionality, geometry, size of metal-containing unit, size 
of the pore, and size of nanocrystals (19–22). These advantages of 
MOFs have led to various applications including lithium-ion batteries, 
gas-vapor separation, gas storage, and catalysis (23–25). The MOF 
abilities, particularly its excellent trapping and releasing molecules 
of interest, are extremely advantageous for biological studies (26–28). 
Specifically, several essential biomolecules, including bulk metals 
(e.g., potassium, calcium, and magnesium), trace metals (e.g., zinc, 
iron, and manganese), amino acids, neurotransmitters, and even 
vitamins, can be stored and constantly released from the MOFs over 
a long period of time (28–32). Therefore, such biomolecule-embedded 
MOFs can be extremely useful for controlling stem cell fates, which 
partially replace the role of the surrounding 3D cellular microenvi-
ronment in vivo. However, to realize the full potential of MOFs as a 
stable differentiation factor supplier, physical contact between the 
cells and MOFs, including their uptake into the cytosol, should be 
avoided to prevent structural deformation of the MOFs and to avoid 
potential cytotoxicity or adverse effects of the MOFs on target cells.

Here, we report a new type of platform that is referred to as single 
nanocrystalline MOF (nMOF) nanoparticle–embedded nanopit arrays 
(SMENA) that are capable of guiding one of the most important dif-
ferentiation lineages of stem cells, neurogenesis (Fig. 1). First, nMOF, 
termed nUiO-67, was synthesized and characterized for stable RA 
storage and long-term release (>26 days). Thereafter, to prevent any 
physical interaction between the cells and nUiO-67 and to enhance 
cellular adhesion on substrates, large-scale homogeneous nanopit ar-
rays were generated using laser interference lithography (LIL) (33–37). 
By adjusting the size of the nanopits to approximately 450 nm with 
a 250 nm gap distance (Lhole/Lpitch = 0.64) and considering the di-
ameter of nUiO-67 as approximately 177 nm, we can confine one 
nanopit with one nUiO-67 nanoparticle with 98.3% loading efficiency. 
As a proof of concept, neural stem cells (NSCs; NE-4C) were chosen, 
which are capable of differentiating into neuronal cells under RA 
treatment. Owing to the stable RA supply from the underlying 
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RA⊂nUiO-67 and the prevention of chemical isomerization of RA 
in the RA⊂nUiO-67 pores, in vitro neurogenesis of NSCs was sig-
nificantly enhanced and accelerated compared to all other control 
groups, including the conventional differentiation method.

RESULTS
Design, synthesis, and characterization of RA⊂nUiO-67 for 
RA storage and long-term release
The nMOF chosen for this study is Zr6O4(OH)4(BPDC)6 [(BPDC, 
4,4′-biphenyldicarboxylate), UiO-67] since it grows as monocrystalline 

nanoparticles and is chemically stable for a long period of time (19, 38). 
We hypothesized that the microporosity of nUiO-67 will contribute to 
the massive absorption of RA via capillary action in an RA-rich solu-
tion and will enable the sustained release of RA due to the slow kinetics 
of diffusion among the pores (Fig. 2A). The scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) images of nUiO-67 showed uniform size (ca. 177 nm) 
(Fig. 2, B and D) and exhibited truncated octahedron geometry in the 
particles (Fig. 2C). The crystallinity of nUiO-67 is evident from 
the diffraction lines that match those of the simulated pattern for the 
UiO-67 structure (Fig. 2E) (38), and the permanent porosity was 
confirmed by measuring the N2 gas adsorption isotherm (Fig. 2F).

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of SMENA. (A) Most critical difference between real in vivo and in vitro environments. The in vivo environment is based on three-dimensional 
(3D) structures where the living cells can be continuously supplied with various nutrients on time and demand, whereas in vitro cells rely on the unstable nutrient supply 
system. (B) Single RA-containing metal-organic framework (MOF)–embedded nanopit arrays (RA-SMENA) consist of RA-containing nanocrystalline UiO-67s (RA-nUiO-67) 
and nanopit arrays with highly homogeneous nanoarrays, which function as a continuous and stable nutrient supply system for enhancing the neurogenesis of the NSCs. 
(C) RA-SMENA has several advantages for grafting MOFs into the 2D culture system and eventually accelerating the neurogenesis. First, the nanopit arrays can guide and 
support the neuronal differentiation of the NSCs. Second, the RA-SMENA can continuously supply RA to the NSCs for a long period, which enables the RA-SMENA to 
achieve neurogenesis without any additional treatment of a differentiation factor. Third, the nanopit array prevents the interaction between RA⊂nUiO-67 and the cells, 
which allows them to maintain both the structures and functions of RA⊂nUiO-67. Fourth, chemical decomposition of the RA located inside RA⊂nUiO-67 can be prevented. 
These above-mentioned advantages have a synergistic effect in driving the enhancement of neurogenesis through realizing in vivo properties in the 2D culture system.
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The absorption and release behaviors were characterized by mea-
suring the amount of RA in the solution containing the nUiO-67 
particles. The amount of RA absorption was quantified by measuring 
the difference in the RA amount after immersion of nUiO-67 from 
the prequantified stock solution (Fig. 2G). nUiO-67 exhibited an 
initial uptake of a large amount of RA from the solution in an hour, 
which is referred to as RA⊂nUiO-67, and then did not get absorbed 
any further up to 10 hours. The amount of total RA uptake in 

RA⊂nUiO-67 was 26 × 10−5 mmol mg−1. The particles were im-
mersed in the pure solvent, and the amount of RA released from 
RA⊂nUiO-67 was measured for 2 weeks with a 2-day time interval. 
RA⊂nUiO-67 initially released RA at a rate of 6.6 × 10–5 mmol mg−1 
per day for the first 2 days and then was stabilized to release RA at 
0.7 × 10−5 mmol mg−1 per day for the final 24 days (Fig. 2H). It is 
speculated that the initial fast release was caused by some of the RA 
molecules remaining outside the RA⊂nUiO-67 particles. We repeated 

Fig. 2. RA⊂nUiO-67 synthesis and characterization. (A) Schematic illustration showing massive absorption of RA to nUiO-67 and the continuous release of RA from 
RA⊂nUiO-67. (B and C) SEM images for the nUiO-67 particles at ×11,000 and ×100,000 magnifications. (D) Particle size distribution of the nUiO-67 particles measured by 
dynamic light scattering. (E) Powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of nUiO-67 compared to the simulated pattern of UiO-67. (F) N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K with 
adsorption and desorption points represented by closed and open circles, respectively (P/P0, relative pressure). (G) RA absorption curve in nUiO-67 over time. (H) RA release 
curve from RA⊂nUiO-67 for 26 days at 2-day intervals. (I to K) RA spectra measured through HPLC for pristine RA and RA⊂nUiO-67.
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the long-term RA release measurements several times and confirmed 
that the amount of RA released continuously increased in the range 
shown as error bars in Fig. 2H.

An important factor that warrants further examination is the 
stability of RA captured inside the nUiO-67 pores. It is known that 
RA molecules can be easily isomerized and will lose their original 
structure within a day (39, 40). Therefore, in the conventional dif-
ferentiation methods, exchanging spent RA with the freshly stored 
one under low temperature has been a regular requirement (41, 42). 
We tested the stability of RA inside nUiO-67 by comparing it with 
pristine RA. In the high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 
spectra for all-trans RA (Fig. 2I), no peak was initially found for 
pristine RA (Fig. 2J) but was clearly observed for RA⊂nUiO-67 
(Fig. 2K) after being exposed for 2 days in air under sunlight. This 
indicates that the original all-trans RA structure was preserved in 
the pores of RA⊂nUiO-67. Other peaks were found at retention 
times of 11 to 13 min, which can be attributed to the partially isom-
erized RA (fig. S2) (42). This evidence coupled with the long-term 
release of RA from RA⊂nUiO-67 observed in Fig. 2H supports the 
notion that the RA inside the nUiO-67 pores remains unchanged 
and only deteriorates upon release. Therefore, RA⊂nUiO-67 can 
preserve the chemical structure of RA inside its pores and quantita-
tively releases its original form for an extended time of up to 26 days.

Fabrication of SMENA
After the confirmation of the excellent properties of RA⊂nUiO-67 
for long-term and stable RA release, we attempted to load single 
nUiO-67 on the platform for spontaneous neurogenesis of stem cells. 
To achieve this, nanopit arrays that are proven to be biocompatible 
and effective for cell adhesion were fabricated as a template for 
loading RA⊂nUiO-67. The dimensional specifications of the nanopit 
arrays were adjusted such that the hole diameter of nanopit arrays 
was 450 nm, pitch size was 700 nm, and height was 710 nm, with a 
size variation of ±5% (Fig. 3, A to C), which is optimum for trapping 
RA⊂nUiO-67. Besides optimizing the dimensional parameters of 
nanoarrays for uniform RA⊂nUiO-67 loading, we also further 
adjusted the coating conditions, including nUiO-67 concentrations, 
spin-coating speed, and the nUiO-67 dispersion solvent (fig. S4 to 
S6). As shown in Fig. 3D, significant uniformity of RA⊂nUiO-67 
loading on the nanopits, i.e., one RA⊂nUiO-67 per nanopit, can be 
achieved on the entire cell cultivation platform. The percentage of 
single RA⊂nUiO-67 in a single nanopit was calculated as 98.3% 
based on multiple high-magnification SEM images (Fig. 3E). In ad-
dition to the homogeneity of the nanopit arrays and uniformity of 
the nUiO-67 loading, the film thickness of the nanopit arrays is a 
critical parameter to prevent physical interactions between the cell 
membrane and nUiO-67. The pseudo-colored SEM cross-sectional 
images (Fig. 3F) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) images (Fig. 3G) 
also revealed that the height of the nanopits is approximately 710 nm, 
which is sufficient for the isolation of nUiO-67 from an external 
environment including cells. Next, to fully confirm the presence of 
nUiO-67 in the nanopit structure, energy-dispersive x-ray spectros-
copy (EDX) mapping was performed. We found that the peak 
representing the major component of the synthesized nUiO-67, 
zirconium, specifically appeared on the nUiO-67 nanoparticles 
existing inside the nanopits. The underlying substrate, that is, the 
indium tin oxide (ITO)–coated glass substrate, showed both Si- and 
In-specific peaks for the entire nanopit’s circular area. Besides, 
similar to RA⊂nUiO-67 dispersed in the solution, the RA⊂nUiO-67 

nanoparticles embedded in nanopit arrays also showed a stable RA 
release profile for initial 24 hours, proving its functionality as an 
RA-supplying cell culture platform (fig. S6). Together, it can be 
concluded that single RA⊂nUiO-67 nanoparticles were successfully 
loaded, homogeneously distributed, and isolated from the external 
environment on the whole nanoarray area (110 × 110 mm), which 
is essential for the stable and long-term supply of RA to the NSCs 
that will be attached and grown at the top of the nanopit arrays.

Biocompatibility and long-term stability of SMENA
The biocompatibility of the platform in which cells attach, grow, 
and differentiate should be guaranteed before its usage for cell cul-
ture. First, the multipotency of the NSCs grown on the SMENA was 
studied since it is one of the most important characteristics of stem 
cells. Three different types of platforms, including bare ITO, nanopit 
arrays, and nUiO-67 in nanopit arrays, were fabricated and tested. 
A bare ITO-coated glass substrate was chosen as a basic supporting 
plate and used as a control group since its excellent electrical prop-
erty was proven to be advantageous for enhancing neurogenesis. As 
shown in Fig. 4 (C and D), no meaningful differences were found 
for all the groups regardless of the passage (passages 5 to 7), based 
on the mRNA expression levels of both Nestin and sex-determining 
region Y–box 2 (SOX2) (Fig. 4, E to G), which indicates that the 
nanopit arrays and nUiO-67 did not negatively affect the differenti-
ation potential of the NSCs. Besides, owing to the increase in the cell 
adhesion, one major NSC behavior, proliferation, was enhanced by 
115 and 203% on the nanopit arrays and SMENA, respectively, as 
compared with bare ITO at day in vitro (DIV) 2 and DIV 4, respec-
tively (fig. S7). The results are consistent with our previous study 
reporting the positive effects of nanopit arrays on stem cell growth. 
Last, the long-term stability of the nUiO-67 nanoparticles trapped in the 
nanopits was confirmed in the presence of the NSCs and culture medium. 
As shown in Fig. 4H, the nUiO-67 nanoparticles remained undamaged 
and stably located for the long-term cultivation period (>DIV 7), 
owing to the prevention of physical contact with cells, which is a perfect 
feature for prolonged RA supply. No nanoparticle uptake of NSCs was 
observed during entire cultivation and differentiation period as con-
firmed by energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis after 
cell lysis (fig. S8). Together, the SMENA platform is capable of long-
term culture of the NSCs without hampering their growth and differ-
entiation potential and can retain the RA⊂nUiO-67 nanoparticles for 
a long period of time. Therefore, it can be concluded that the SMENA 
platform is suitable for inducing neurogenesis on the platform 
without adding extrinsic differentiation factors into the medium.

Neurogenesis of NSCs on RA-SMENA with growth medium
After the confirmation of biocompatibility and long-term stability 
of the SMENA, neurogenesis was induced (fig. S10). As a proof of 
concept, a mouse NSC (NE-4C) capable of differentiating into neu-
ronal cells under RA treatment was chosen as the model cell line. 
For control groups, the NSCs were first subjected to RA treatment 
after 2 days of culture for metabolic stabilization (Fig. 5A). RA is 
highly unstable under typical cell cultivation conditions and must 
therefore be freshly prepared every 2 days during the medium 
change for the entire differentiation period (14 days). In the case of 
the NSCs cultured on single RA-containing MOF-embedded nanopit 
arrays (RA-SMENA), the experimental procedure is completely 
different from the conventional methods. Owing to the presence 
of RA⊂nUiO-67 that continuously supplies RA to the cells, only a 
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typical growth medium was used and replaced every 2 days without 
external RA addition. At DIV 7, the Nestin expression (i.e., NSC 
marker) was lower on the RA-SMENA, while Tuj1 and microtubule- 
associated protein 2 (MAP2) marker expressions were 1.12 and 
1.14 times higher than the control group (i.e., NSCs treated with 
typical neural induction medium), respectively (fig. S11). At DIV 14, 
the MAP2 expression had increased 2.55 times on the RA-SMENA 
compared to the control group, while Nestin and premature neuronal 
marker (Tuj1) decreased significantly (Fig. 5, C and D, and fig. S12). 

Relative marker expression analysis also showed remarkable results, 
indicating that 35.02% of differentiated cells on the RA-SMENA ex-
press MAP2, while only 7.93% of the control cells were positive for 
MAP2 staining (Fig. 5E). Neither neurosphere formation nor neu-
ronal cell generation was observed from the NSCs cultured with a 
typical growth medium on both bare ITO and nanopit arrays (figs. S13 
and S14). This finding indicates that the RA-SMENA is extremely 
effective in the rapid neuronal maturation of the NSCs with high 
neural conversion efficiency. To further prove that this early 

Fig. 3. Characterization of SMENA. (A) Schematic illustration showing the structure of SMENA. (B) Real picture of the large-area nanopit arrays (12 mm × 12 mm) fabricated 
by the LIL processes. (C) Top view of the nanopit array with the desired dimensions (hole: 500 nm, pitch: 800 nm, and height: 708 nm) in terms of the optimum effect for 
supporting the neurogenesis. (D) Top view of the SMENA fabricated with the optimized conditions of the RA⊂nUiO-67 coating. The red box-shaped indicator represents 
the enlarged images of a single SMENA where a single RA⊂nUiO-67 is located on the base of the nanopit. (E) Enlarged SEM image of the SMENA fabricated with the opti-
mized conditions of the RA⊂nUiO-67 coating. (F) Cross-sectional view of the SMENA showing the location of RA⊂nUiO-67s in the SMENA. To clearly indicate the positions 
of RA⊂nUiO-67s, they are pseudo-colored. (G) AFM images of the SMENA showing its entire structure. (H) EDX analysis of the SMENA to chemically prove whether the 
particles coated onto the base of nanopit arrays are RA⊂nUiO-67s. Total four representative elements—indium, silicon, zirconium, and oxygen—are used in the EDX 
analysis. Scale bars, 500 nm.
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initiation of neurogenesis and maturation is not induced by simple 
early exposure to RA, the NSCs undergoing differentiation were 
categorized into two groups: (i) typical induction (normal) and (ii) 
RA-SMENA–like induction (early) methods. In the early induction 
method, the NSCs were treated with an RA-containing medium 
immediately after seeding (fig. S15). As a result, the neurosphere 
generations were observed from all groups on day 2; however, they 

failed to maintain a clear spherical morphology and gradually 
degraded, regardless of the type of platform applied, indicating that 
the early induction method is inappropriate for accelerating and 
enhancing the neurogenesis of the NSCs (figs. S16 and S17). Further 
study also revealed that neurogenesis was suppressed when NSCs 
were treated with high concentrations of RA for both normal and 
early induction models (fig. S18).

Fig. 4. Monitoring the multipotency of the NSCs cultured onto each group at several passages. (A) A schematic illustration showing multipotency of the NSCs at 
each passage as a starting point of neural differentiation. (B) A schematic illustration indicating favorable merits, including (i) prevention of physical interactions between 
the cells and nUiO-67 and (ii) long-term stability of nUiO-67. (C) Immunocytochemistry images of the NSCs maintained onto each group at passages 7 to 9. The NSCs were 
stained with Nestin (green) and Hoechst (blue). Scale bars, 50 m. (D) Quantitative analysis of immunocytochemical images obtained from (C); N.S. indicates “not significant.” 
(E to G) RT-qPCR results of the NSCs cultured onto each group at several passages; the data were normalized to the control. (H) SEM images of the NSCs cultured on each 
group at passage 7 and day 4. The SEM images in the second column are the enlarged images obtained from the area indicated by the red box-shaped indicators in the 
first column. Scale bars in the first and second columns are 10 and 1 m, respectively. Statistical significance was obtained from unpaired Student’s t test; n = 3.
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To further prove the excellence of SMENA in terms of guiding 
neurogenesis, the mRNA expression levels of multipotency markers 
(e.g., Nestin and Sox2), early neuronal marker (Tuj1), mature neu-
ronal markers (e.g., NeuroD1 and MAP2), and astroglial marker 
[glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP)] were analyzed at DIV 4, DIV 7, 
DIV 10, and DIV 14 (Fig. 5F and figs. S19 and S20). As a result, the 
expression levels of NeuroD1 and MAP2 were significantly in-
creased on the RA-SMENA when compared with both the nanopit 
array and SMENA at DIV 7 (Fig. 5F). The difference between the 
RA-SMENA and other groups in terms of neural cell marker ex-
pression became more significant at DIV 10. Specifically, the ex-
pression level of NeuroD1, a key transcription factor responsible for 

converting reactive glial cells into functional neurons, was 9.54 times 
higher on the RA-SMENA than the normal induction group (control), 
while the MAP2 expression was 8.75 times elevated on the same 
platform. The relative mRNA expression levels of NeuroD1 and 
MAP2 on RA-SMENA were 43.7 and 41.3 times higher than the 
normal induction group and cannot be compared with the nanopit 
arrays and SMENA groups in terms of the neurogenesis efficiency. 
On the basis of the relative percentage of the MAP2 gene expression, 
we found that the MAP2 expression of the cells on the RA-SMENA 
was approximately 50%, while the Tuj1 expression was calculated to 
be <1% among all the three genes tested (fig. S20). Such an extremely 
low Tuj1 expression is completely different from other groups as 

Fig. 5. Analysis of genes and proteins related to neurogenesis. (A) A schematic illustration showing different differentiation mechanisms between the control group 
and RA-SMENA. (B) A diagram indicating RA signaling pathways, including its downstream transcription factors, and therefore its up-regulated or down-regulated genes. 
(C) Immunocytochemistry-based analysis of neurogenesis of each group at 14 days. Scale bars, 50 m. (D and E) Quantitative analysis and relative percentage of protein 
expression obtained from (C) and fig. S12. “Expressed area (m2 per cell)” indicates the expression area of each target protein per the number of nuclei indicating the 
number of cells in each image. “Percentage of expressed area” means the relative percentage of specific protein expression compared to the total expression levels of 
target proteins in each group. The data were normalized to the control. (F) RT-qPCR results of the NSCs from each group at days 4, 7, 10, and 14, respectively; the data 
were normalized to control. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001.
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the Tuj1 expressions of the NSCs on both the nanopit arrays and 
SMENA were found to be 23 to 25% at DIV 14. To further prove the 
outstanding performance of RA-SMENA as a platform to enhance 
neurogenesis at protein expression levels, flow cytometry analysis 
was performed using Nestin, Tuj1, and MAP2 antibodies (fig. S21). 
As a result, 78.26, 92.01, and 98.30% of the cells cultured on the 
RA-SMENA were found to be positive for Nestin, Tuj1, and MAP2, 
respectively, while 75.05, 86.45, and 84.64% of the control cells were 
positive for the same three markers. The dynamic neuronal activities 
were also confirmed by Ca2+ influx study using Fluo-4am as a fluo-
rescence indicator (movie S1).

To comprehensively understand the effect of the RA-SMENA on 
the transcriptome involved in the neurogenesis of the NSCs, RNA 
sequencing was performed with the NSCs cultured on each group 
over 14 days (Fig. 6A and fig. S22). As shown in Fig. 6A, among 
23,284 genes, 1774 were identified to be related to neurogenesis, and 
their up- or down-regulation was analyzed as shown in the heatmap 
clustering with a dendrogram. We found that among the 194 genes 
identified as upregulated, the number of genes that showed signifi-
cant increases were 7, 22, and 172 for the nanopit array, SMENA, 
and RA-SMENA, respectively, while the average fold changes of the 
upregulated genes were found to be 2.55, 2.56, and 15.0 for each 
group, respectively (tables S2 and S3). The scatterplots and volcano 
plots obtained from Database for Annotation, Visualization and 
Integrated Discovery analysis also revealed that the gene expression 
levels of the NSCs differentiated on the RA-SMENA were signifi-
cantly different from other groups (Fig. 6, B and C, and fig. S22). 
In the case of comparison between the nanopit array, SMENA, and 
RA-SMENA, 1153 genes related to neurogenesis were selectively 

up-regulated in the RA-SMENA, indicating that the RA-SMENA is 
extremely efficient for both enhancing neurogenesis and neuronal 
maturation (Fig. 6D). Likewise, the detailed cellular activity related 
to neurogenesis was analyzed (Fig. 6, E to G). First, the gene expres-
sions related to the control of NSC maintenance (i.e., negative 
regulation of neurogenesis: Draxin, Damm2, and Kctd1l; negative 
regulation of neuron projection development: Fat3, Dpysl3, and Nr2f1) 
were decreased in the RA-SMENA group (Fig. 6E and table S3). 
However, the genes closely associated with the neurogenesis (total: 
372 genes) were significantly up-regulated, including axon guidance/
extension, dendrite development, neuron migration, synaptogenesis, 
and neuron maturation (Fig. 6, F and G, and table S4). We fur-
ther confirmed that several RA-related cellular activities in-
creased, including cellular retinoic acid-binding protein 1 (CRABP), 
retinoid X receptor (RXR), and retinoic acid receptor alpha (RAR-), 
which are responsible for the up-regulation of key neuronal dif-
ferentiation (e.g., NeuroD1, Tuj1, and MAP2) (Fig. 5B). This find-
ing proves that the NSCs on the RA-SMENA were exposed to RA 
continuously and were thus effectively differentiated into neuro-
nal cells.

DISCUSSION
We developed SMENA for controlling neurogenesis in vitro. The 
nUiO-67 nanoparticles can load RA within a short incubation time 
(<48 hours) and were capable of releasing RA for a long period of 
time (>14 days). The RA⊂nUiO-67 cavity also showed excellent 
performance in protecting RA from degradation and isomeriza-
tion despite its instability in conventional culture conditions. The 

Fig. 6. Analysis of total mRNA expressions of differentiated cells from NSCs. (A) Heatmap clustering with a dendrogram of significantly up-regulated genes associated 
with neurogenesis in each group [fold change > 2, normalized data (log2) > 4, P < 0.05, n = 3). (B and C) Scatterplot of the RA-SMENA and volcano plots of each group. The 
red and green points on the plot indicate the significantly up-regulated and down-regulated genes compared to the control group, respectively (P < 0.05, fold change > 2.0); 
the black points indicate expressed genes with no difference compared to the control. (D) Venn diagram showing the numbers of up-regulated or down-regulated genes 
across each group. The black letters, underlined letters, and red letters indicate up-regulated genes, down-regulated genes, and contraregulated genes, respectively. (E and 
F) Gene ontology (GO) term analysis of up-regulation of representative genes involved in negative and positive neurogenesis (P < 0.05 and fold change > 2.0), respectively. 
(G) Quantification of the number of neurogenesis-associated up-regulated genes in each group, for which the number of up-regulated genes in each group for each 
categorized neuron development was quantified. Statistical significance was obtained from unpaired Student’s t test; n = 3.
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homogeneous nanopit arrays were extremely effective at trapping 
single RA⊂nUiO-67 particles (i.e., single RA⊂nUiO-67s per nanopit: 
98.3%). RA⊂nUiO-67 in the nanopits was stable for a long cultivation 
period due to the prevention of cellular uptake and could control the 
neurogenesis of mouse NSCs without harming their multipotency. The 
expression levels of NeuroD1 and MAP2, the representative markers 
of mature neurons, on the RA-SMENA were 43.67 and 41.3 times 
higher than those in the cells that undergo differentiation on tissue 
culture plates with a conventional differentiation medium. Moreover, 
approximately 1153 genes related to neurogenesis were selectively up- 
regulated in the RA-SMENA, most of which are linked to RA-mediated 
neuronal differentiation based on the KEGG pathway analysis.

Since the RA⊂nUiO-67 nanoparticles can be restructured to load 
different types of biomolecules (e.g., caffeic acid, minoxidil, and 
ascorbic acid) by controlling the pore size, pore volume, and particle 
size of the nMOF, the potential of the developed platform is extremely 
high. Specifically, pluripotent stem cells can be converted into 
desired cell types in a more efficient and convenient manner using 
multiple differentiation factor-loaded SMENA platforms. Moreover, 
the spontaneous multilineage differentiation from the same stem 
cell sources could be realized using advanced SMENA platforms. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the developed SMENA platforms 
have a wide application potential and are thus highly promising in 
stem cell–based regenerative therapies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthesis of nUiO-67
nUiO-67 as nano-sized RA⊂nUiO-67s was prepared by dissolving 
zirconium (IV) chloride (0.035 g, 0.15 mmol) and biphenyl-4,4′- 
dicarboxylic acid (0.018 g, 0.075 mmol) in N,N′-dimethyl formamide 
(10 ml) and acetic acid (0.69 ml) while adding trimethylamine (60 l). 
The solution was sonicated for 10 s and reacted at 120°C in a heating 
block for 18 hours. After that, the mixture was collected by centrif-
ugation (6000 rpm, 10 min) and washed with N,N′-dimethylformamide 
and methanol three times. After washing, the product was dried in 
a vacuum oven.

Fabrication of nanopit arrays
To fabricate homogeneous nanopit arrays, we used LIL, a nano-
patterning technique, with a Lloyd’s mirror as an interferometer 
system. To prepare LIL, the ITO-coated glass (size: 12 mm × 17 mm; 
thickness: 0.7 mm; electrical resistivity: 10 ohms) was first washed 
with a series of cleaning processes, followed by sequential sonication 
treatment with 1% Triton-X, distilled water, and 70% ethanol, re-
spectively, for 20 min. Thereafter, the cleaned glass was treated by 
heating at 100° to 140°C for >5 min to dry it thoroughly. After heating, 
the glass was modified with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) using a 
spin-coating technique (1000 rpm, 1000 rpm/s, and 15 s) to make 
its surface hydrophobic and increase the adhesion between the 
photoresist (PR) and glass. After the modification, the modified glass 
was coated with negative PR diluted with thinner (PR:thinner = 6:4) 
using the spin-coating technique (4000 rpm, 166.7 rpm/s, and 84 s) 
such that the height of the PR layer was 600 to 650 nm. Then, the 
PR-coated glass was soft-baked by heating (130°C and 1 min) to 
eliminate the organic solvent within the PR layer. Thereafter, the 
PR-coated glass was exposed twice to ultraviolet (UV) laser (wave-
length: 325 nm; power: 10 mV) by rotating it clockwise. To fabricate 
large-scale homogeneous nanopit arrays with the desired dimensions, 

the nanopit size was determined via the optimization process be-
tween the nanopit size and several parameters (e.g., laser intensity 
and exposure dose). The pitch of the nanopit arrays was fine-tuned 
by controlling the angle of the UV laser to Lloyd’s mirror based on 
the theoretical calculations provided below

P =  (UV laser)/2sin()

where P, laser, and  indicate the pitch of each nanopit array (nm), 
the wavelength of the UV laser (nm), and the incidence angle of the 
UV laser and Lloyd’s mirror (°), respectively. After two exposures, 
the PR-coated glass was hard-baked by heating (130°C and 1 min) 
and then treated with a developer for the developing step (2.38% 
tetramethylammonium hydroxide; 1 min), followed by completely 
drying water on the surface of the fabricated nanopit arrays. Last, to 
completely eliminate the remaining unreacted PR, the nanopit arrays 
were treated with oxygen plasma through a dry-etching process 
[pressure: 5 × 10–2 torr; gas flow rate: 50 standard cubic centimeters 
per minute (sccm); plasma voltage: 70 mW; plasma time: 1 min].

Fabrication of RA-SMENA
Ensuring RA absorption in the nUiO-67 pore space requires several 
processes. First, nUiO-67 stored in 70% ethanol was sonicated for 
20 min to ensure that the nanoparticles were evenly dispersed. Then, 
RA⊂nUiO-67s were washed with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) via 
centrifugation (rotational speed: 8000g; time: 10 min). Thereafter, the 
cleaned RA⊂nUiO-67s were immersed in an RA solution diluent 
with DMSO at 25°C for 48 hours in a state of blocking light. After 
RA loading, the solvent of RA⊂nUiO-67 was replaced by phosphate- 
buffered saline (PBS) through centrifugation, which had a concentra-
tion of 0.5 mg/ml. Then, to fabricate the RA-SMENA, RA⊂nUiO-67s 
were coated onto the fabricated nanopit arrays according to several 
processes. First, the nanopit arrays were treated with oxygen plasma 
to make their surfaces hydrophilic (pressure: 5 × 10−2 torr; gas flow 
rate: 70 sccm; plasma voltage: 50 mW; plasma time: 90 s). Thereafter, 
the RA@RA⊂nUiO-67 solution was dropped and left on the nanopit 
arrays for 2 min. Next, RA@RA⊂nUiO-67s were dropped on the 
surface of the nanopit array and left undistributed for 2 min; then, 
spin-coating was performed under several optimized conditions 
(maximum rotational speed: 1000 rpm; acceleration: 1000 rpm/s; 
time: 2 min). Last, additional spin-coating was performed to com-
pletely coat RA⊂nUiO-67 that had not settled to the base of the 
nanopit interior and remove residues of the RA⊂nUiO-67 solution 
remaining on the nanopit array surface (rotational speed: 2000 to 
5500 rpm; time: 1 min).

Characterization of nanocrystalline UiO-67 (nUiO-67)  
and SMENA
The size and morphology of nUiO-67 were verified by field-emission 
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) with JEM-7600F, JEOL. The 
powder x-ray diffraction [PXRD; Bruker D8 Advanced (TRIO/
TWIN)] spectra were collected at 1600 W (40 kV, 40 mA). The 
scanning condition was set up with a 6°/min scan rate for 5° to 45° 
with a silicon holder. Gas adsorption analysis was performed with a 
BELSORP-max automatic volumetric gas adsorption analyzer. The 
sample was activated at 110°C for 24 hours before measuring the 
porosity. Particle size analysis was performed with an SZ-100, 
HORIBA. The powder was well dispersed using ultrasonication 
in methanol. For calculating the RA concentration, HPLC analyses 
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were performed using an Agilent Technologies 1260 infinity II LC 
system. The column was a 4.6 × 25 mm Shim-pack GIS C18 (5 m) 
(Shimadzu). The mobile phase was a methanol/20 mM phosphate 
buffer (pH 2.5) (v/v = 90/10) solution mixed by the HPLC pump. 
The injection volume was 10 l, and the flow rate was 1 ml/min. The 
column temperature was 30°C, the detection was 350 nm, and the 
retention time was 15 min.

To analyze the overall structure of the SMENA and, specifically, 
the nUiO-67 particles coated on the nanopit arrays, analytical tech-
niques such as FE-SEM (Sigma Family, Carl Zeiss, Germany) and 
AFM (XE-100, PSIA, South Korea) were conducted with a noncontact 
mode. Furthermore, to chemically prove that the coated particles 
on the nanopit array are RA@RA⊂nUiO-67s, EDX was performed 
on several elements, including common elements, elements specific 
to ITO substrates, and particularly zirconium (Zr) capable of uniquely 
labeling nUiO-67s. To confirm the functional structures of SMENA 
(e.g., no displacement of nUiO-67s from the base of the nanopit 
interior and no interaction between the cells and nUiO-67s), we 
split SMENA in half with liquid nitrogen and analyzed its CS image 
using SEM, which confirmed that the nUiO-67s settled on the 
underside of each nanopit of the SMENA. Moreover, we compared 
the position of the nUiO-67s and the height of the nanopit array to 
confirm the role of the nanopit array as a barrier.

Cultivation and differentiation of NSCs
Before seeding the cells onto the control group and SMENA, several 
preparation processes were required to culture cells in the desired 
area of substrates. First, two types of chambers were attached onto 
the substrates, including control, bare nanopit array, and SMENA, 
which indicate the areas in which cells are cultured. Specifically, the 
plastic chambers of 0.78-cm diameter were attached onto all sub-
strates except the SMENA using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
blended with a thermal curing agent (ratio 10:1) as a biocompatible 
glue, and its curing process was performed at 70°C for 30 min. In 
contrast, to prevent RA⊂nUiO-67 from being exposed to heat, the 
0.78-cm-diameter plastic chamber was used as a mold to fabricate a 
PDMS (ratio 30:1) chamber, and a complex chamber consisting of 
PDMS was manufactured without removing the plastic chamber. 
Thereafter, the manufactured composite chamber was attached to the 
SMENA surface using pressure. Then, all these chamber-attached 
groups were sterilized with ethanol and UV treatment. Mouse neuro-
ductormal system cells (NE-4C) with passage 5 were obtained from 
Sogang University (Korea) and cultivated in alpha–minimum essential 
medium, supplemented with 10% antibiotics, 4 mM l-glutamine, 
and 10% fetal bovine serum. Before cell seeding, all the substrates in 
each group were precoated with poly-l-lysine at room temperature 
for more than 15 min. Then, NE-4C were identically seeded onto 
each group, including control, nanopit array, SMENA, and RA- 
SMENA, at 3.62 × 104 cells/cm2 and cultured under the standard cell 
cultivation conditions in 5% CO2 at 37°C. To induce neural differ-
entiation in each group, normal growth media without RA was 
periodically replaced every 2 days on the RA-SMENA, whereas in 
the other groups including control, nanopit array, and SMENA, 
differentiation media containing 1 M RA were periodically re-
placed every 2 days. In addition, in the case of cells cultured on the 
RA-SMENA, the day of seeding was considered as the starting point 
of differentiation because the cells were exposed, and RA was re-
leased from the substrate immediately after cell seeding. In contrast, 
in the other group, the cells were maintained in the normal growth 

medium until they reached 70 to 80% cell confluence, and then, 
neural differentiation was initiated in the manner described above. 
The neural differentiation lasted for 14 days. Neither cell detach-
ment nor reseeding steps were performed during the entire NE-4C 
growth and differentiation period.

Analysis of cell functions
To analyze the cell viability of the NSCs cultured onto each group, 
including SMENA, the CCK-8 assay was conducted three times for 
6 days. In addition, for in-depth understanding of cell proliferation 
in each group, the population of dividing cells in each group was 
analyzed using flow cytometry with bromodeoxyuridine staining. 
To analyze the morphology of the cells cultured onto each group, the 
cells were fixed with a 10% neutral-buffered formalin (NBF) solu-
tion for 15 min. Then, the cells were dehydrated with 50, 60, 70, 80, 
90, and 100% ethanol or HMDS for 15 to 20 min. The dehydrated 
cells were visualized with FE-SEM. To monitor the multipotencies 
of the NSCs with several passages (passages 7 to 9) cultured onto the 
control group, SMENA, and RA-SMENA, immunocytochemistry 
and a real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) were utilized 
with several genes, including Nestin and Sox2 that are relevant to 
the multipotency of the NSCs. The NSCs were fixed with 10% NBF 
solution and subsequently permeabilized with 0.3% Triton X-100. 
The cells were then incubated with a primary antibody specific to 
Nestin (1:50; R&D Systems). Subsequently, the cells were washed 
with PBS and further incubated with goat anti-rat immunoglobulin 
G H&L (Alexa Fluor 488; Abcam) to visualize Nestin. Hoechst 33342 
(Sigma-Aldrich) was used to counterstain the nuclei. All fluorescence 
images were visualized using a Leica DMi8 confocal microscope 
(Leica, Germany). To quantify the immunocytochemistry images 
obtained from the NSCs cultured onto each group with each passage, 
both the Nestin-stained area and the number of nuclei were calcu-
lated using ImageJ software, and the values of the positive area for 
Nestin per cell were then calculated. The RT-PCR was used to assess 
the expressions of genes relevant to Nestin and SOX2. The RT-PCR 
was conducted in the order of cell lysis, RNA extraction from NSCs, 
and complementary DNA synthesis. Subsequently, RT-PCR was 
performed with Synergy Brands (SYBR) Premix Ex Taq (Takara) 
in StepOnePlus. The threshold cycle values (Ct) from the RT–
quantitative PCR (qPCR) results were calculated as fold changes 
based on the Livak method (2−Ct); the RT-qPCR results were 
normalized to the gene level of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehy-
drogenase as a housekeeping gene.

Monitoring the neural differentiation of NSCs
To monitor the neural differentiation of the NSCs, several analyti-
cal methods, including immunocytochemistry, RT-qPCR, and flow 
cytometry [fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)], were per-
formed with several genes or proteins relevant to the differentiation 
of the NSCs and iPSCs. To analyze the neural differentiation of the 
NSCs, three proteins, namely, Nestin, class III -tubulin (Tuj1), and 
MAP2, which indicated undifferentiated NSCs, immature neurons, and 
mature neurons, respectively, were analyzed with immunocyto-
chemistry. Furthermore, the two genes (Nestin and SOX2) relevant 
to undifferentiated cells and the four genes Tuj1, neurogenic differ-
entiation factor 1 (NeuroD1), MAP2, and glial fibrillary acidic protein 
(GFAP), which indicate immature neurons, intermediate neurons, 
mature neurons, and glial cells, respectively, were analyzed with 
the RT-PCR.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abj7736

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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